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Summary 

A brief summary (150 words maximum, plain text) should 

be included as the first section. The text of the summary 

should also be copied and pasted separately into the 

dedicated field within the online abstract submission system 

at the time of abstract submission. This summary will appear 

in the on-line program. 

Introduction 

This document serves as an abstract template and contains 

information about the abstract submission process. All 

abstracts must be submitted electronically via the official 

website of ISB 2021, by the deadline indicated.  

The abstract should be prepared using the Microsoft Word 

template and submitted as a PDF file of ≤5 MB. The 

congress organizers reserve the right to reject abstracts that 

do not adhere to this template. 

Methods 

The abstract is limited to one A4 size page (210 × 297 mm 

8.27 in × 11.69 in), with two columns of text. The top 

margin should be 20 mm, while left, right and bottom 

margins should be 15 mm. The column width should be 86 

mm. All text should be in font Times New Roman or Times, 

size 10 pt, except for the figure/table captions, which should 

be in size 9 pt. 

The title (boldface), authors, and author affiliations should 

be centered across the top of the page. Use numerical 

superscripts to distinguish authors who are from different 

institutions. An email address of the corresponding author 

must be included. The presenting author should be in bold. 

The text within each column should be right- and left-

justified, without paragraph indentations. The body of the 

manuscript should be divided into sections such as 

Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion, Conclusions 

(all words capitalized and bold). Spacing (already set in this 

template): single-spaced, 5 pt for the text, 10 pt before and 5 

pt after for the section headers. 

Results and Discussion 

A maximum of two items, figures and/or tables, are 

recommended within the document. The figures or tables (if 

included) should be placed immediately after a paragraph 

and should be referenced parenthetically in the text (Figure 

1). Captions should be placed below each figure and above 

each table. Tables may extend across two columns when 

needed, in which case they must be placed at the bottom of 

the page (Table 1). In Microsoft Word, use “Format → 

Columns” to control which parts of the text are in single 

column format.  

 

Figure 1: Expected abstracts for ISB 2021 in May 2020. 

Reference citations within the text are to be made with 

numbers in square brackets [1,2]. References are to be 

formatted as illustrated below. Place the journal or book title 

in Italics, with volume numbers in bold [3].  

Conclusions 

In the event that an incomplete submission is received, it 

may be withheld from acceptance until the authors supply all 

required components.  

Acknowledgments 

Acknowledgments are optional and should specify research 

funding and resources including organization name and 

reference numbers (if applicable). 
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Table 1: Interesting data from well-executed experiments. The data have been arranged in an interesting and clear manner. 

Data 234 243 210 2323 443 3432 234 3223 2423 

Other 234 234 233 2323 3243 4342 2343 234 342 
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